Energy Rules Lyrics
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Energy an object has when it is in motion Kinetic energy Kinetic energy-
Energy an object has due to its position potential energy Potential energy  -
some energy always becomes thermal energy- and if you do not know the
rules of energy tell yourself tell yourself -one, if you break a chemical bond
you have released energy-two, energy cannot be created or broken-three,
work causes energy to transfer and all energy is measured in joules- there
is many types of energy-gravitational potential you measure it by height
times mass you got to remember these rules- an electric charge that lets
work be accomplished electrical energy electrical energy-electrical energy an object
has when an object vibrates sound energy sound energy-but there is more
rules of energy energy-four, objects in motion tend to stay in motion-five
energy can change farm but the total does not change- six, objects at rest
tend to stay at rest unless acted upon